Transforming electioneering into
a perfect science with limited
uncertainty

NSight Intelligent Elections Strategy
System has delivered an election success
record of 98%

INTELLIGENT ELECTIONS STRATEGY SYSTEM
Electoral victories are built upon a common
strategic thread spanning the entire spectrum
of electoral activities. Nsight’s end-to-end
Election Management System is referred
to as the Intelligence Driven Strategic
Communication Model (IDSC). IDSC has been
highly effective in delivering successful election
strategy, campaigns, and anti-rigging systems
across many countries around the world.

ANTI-RIGGING SYSTEM
The fundamental premise behind Nsight’s Anti-Rigging System is to create a trail of evidence reflecting
the true manner in which an election is conducted, whether they be rigged or free and fair. Depending
on the country, its electoral system, and retrospective precedence, this is typically achieved through one
or both of the two mechanisms deployed independently or simultaneously.

Both the incumbent and opposition parties
have an interest in Nsight’s anti-rigging system
to substantiate their claim to the top office in
the event of a potential dispute
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DATA-BASED PHYSICAL & DIGITAL EVIDENCE
Nsight creates a custom technology-based
architecture which enables digital collation and
uploading of election results displayed on each
of the polling centres while the counting is in
progress and results are being declared.
This procedure is followed by an automated
process of scraping of data from these election
sheets and flowing it into a pre-designed and
analytically robust election result model. The
process is powered to calibrate an evidencebased mathematical model of the election
results much before the election commission is
able to declare the results.
This system withstands any level of scientific
scrutiny, would be admissible in the court of
law, as well as provide evidence to international
observers.

DRONE POWERED DIGITAL EVIDENCE
Under this system, on the day of the election, a
network of AI powered drones is laid out aerially
across the country. Each of the constituencies are
juxtaposed to each of the polling centres in order
to record chronological evidence of the activities of
the polling day.
The objective is to create video evidence of any
illegal activity such as booth capturing and violence
being carried out by anyone at polling stations
during the vote. The veracity of this system being
admissible in the court of law is being discussed
in the legal corridors, with the discourse being
skewed in its favour.

ELECTION STRATEGY AND TACTICAL SERVICES
ELECTION SYSTEMS & BIG DATA ANALYTICS

ELECTION STRATEGY AND DESIGN
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Constituency Management System
Polling Booth Management System
Party Organisational Management System
Anti-Rigging System
Digital Media Analytics
Digital Intelligence and Discovery Interface
Household Analytics
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Secondary Intelligence and Discovery Interface
Primary Intelligence and Discovery Interface
Primary Intelligence Admin Interface

Electoral Strategy Formulation
Digital Media Design and Marketing
Digital Media Content
War Room Design and Establishment
Manifesto Design and Formulation
Party Organisational Design
Media Monitoring
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